ARE YOU SURE THAT YOU ARE PROPERLY GROUNDED WHEN TRANSFERRING FLAMMABLES?

EVERY YEAR, HUNDREDS OF FIRES AND EXPLOSIONS ARE CAUSED BY STATIC DISCHARGE WHEN TRANSFERRING FLAMMABLES.

BE SURE THAT YOU ARE SAFE WITH THE NEW STATICSURE PORTABLE STATIC MONITORING SYSTEM.

HELPS SAVE LIVES AND ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH CANADIAN FIRE CODES, NFPA 77 AND API RP2003.

LIND Equipment
Work Confidently.
Any transfer or mixing of flammable liquids or solids generates a static charge that has the potential to cause explosions. This is why all North American Fire Codes require operators to drain this static safely. But how do you know if you have a proper system in place? The StaticSure device alerts you if an improper static bond or ground is in place, warning you **BEFORE** a problem can start.

**BE SURE. STATICSURE.**

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE HAZARDS OF STATIC AND THE STATICSURE DEVICE AT:

[www.lindequipment.net/staticsure](http://www.lindequipment.net/staticsure)
or scan this code with your smartphone.

**Available on a reel for fuel transfer application.**
Replacement parts also available.

DISTRIBUTED BY:

No sticker here? Call us for your local distributor.